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An amateur magazine of fantasy, composed, of sundry bits of mattex* c- 

ollected by the editor, one William H.Groveman cf 38 Maryland Avenue 5 
Hempstead,New York, put together in his spare moments, which monents no' 
amounting to very much in the long run results in FANTASEER coming out 
quite irregul. rly. Subscriptions welcomed at 5^ an issue, 5 issues for 
25^. Manu scripts, art work, and exchanges welcome. Member of the FAPA.
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Sanctum Sanctorum,
The village fathers of Hempstead, as represented on the Village Bo

ard, being 3 Democrats to 2 Republicans,evidently decided to take revenge 
on this individual for supporting Wendell L.Wiilkie in the recent elect
ion and so caised us no end of inconvience by changing our house number0 
Be advised that we now must be addressed at 38 Maryland Avenue,Hempstead 
N.Y., instead of the former 18 Maryland A venue. Exchanges take note J

Inagincry statements by fans. Jack Chapman Miske,intellectual,"The 
public be damnedI"

For some unknown reason something always happens to us when publish
ing FANTASEER. The past two issues had no dates on them, so for the ben
efit of collectors we publish a resume of past issues of FANTASEER from 
its inception : Vol.1,Ho.i,had two large-size hectographed pages and was 
dated August, 1939. Wo extra copies remain for salet.• Vol.1,No.2,was dat
ed September,1939and had a cover by S iunta and 4 large-size hectograph- 
ed pages. Ho extra copies remain for sale...Vol.1,No.3.,had no date thru 
an error. It should be dated for October,1939.If had 12 large-size hectc- 
graphed pages,cover by Giuhta,and material by various fans...FANTASEER 
then suspended publication for 11 months and Vo1.2,No.Iwas published for 
September,1940,altho the date was left off and the volume number was in
distinct. It had 6 large-size mimeographed pages and consisted of mater
ial by t he editor and two reprinted short stories by fans from non-fan 
publications of the editor. A few copies(altho they are rather poor)rem
ain for sale at 5^ apiece plus a 1^ stamp.

This will probably be the L. st ^mimeographed issue of FANTASEER. The 
circulation is far too small to allow us to continue to sell it for 5/ a 
copy and still continue in a mimeographed format, so beginning with the 
next issue we shall revret to the old hectograph method. are going to 
have 24 half-size pages, butthe price will still be only 50 an issue.As 
postal rules allow one to mail a magazine of 24 pages or more for Id in
stead of Igd v/e are able to apply the saving to enlarging the magazine.I 
hope to do some work on the next FANTASEER over Christmas vacation and i 
will probably be dated for February, 1941. As yet there is little mater
ial in. Jogn Giant a will do the cover apd some drawings, there probably 
will Is another story by Robert G.Thompson, and also an article by Bob 1 
ucker.

Fandom has never over-worked this editor by deluging' him with piles 
and pile s of material. One reason for the rather infrequent appearance 
of FANTASEER is that we receive so little to put in it and we rather hes 
itate to perpetrate an issue written solely by ourselves on the long - 
suffering fan-world. So come on,youse guys and gals, and give us a littl 
help. We Cc.n use Just about anything you send in. Stories,articles,poems 
and anything else, so long as you don’t get down-right libelous in what 
you say.. .Art work is also needed,tout must be done in hectograph ink.An\ 
size brewings up to size 5x8 are welcome. If you. care to do a cover do 

not put any wording other than the word "FANTASEER" on it.
We are sending 50 copies of this issue thru the FAPA -bundle. This d- 

oes not mean that all future issues are going thru the FAPA, but just 
that the Christmas spirit og giving to others happened to get us at the 
momenta. And speaking' of Christmas, we hope that any fans who nay be 
atheists won’t take as a personal insult the little Christmas card we ar 
enclosing and which we printed ourselves on a small 3x5 hand-press,The



cc.rd wJ.l net be uistribMsd eh? - cp^e., mn:g ?w , xhr • 4 he FAPA,in 
asmuch as thej' wiL. not b^ rico .’ cceJ u?vlj I ‘ hr-'-c months after Chi istmus

A friend recently gave ns some Did cooler cf a sear -pro bo ya magaz- 
me called ROYS’CHUM and published by Roberu B,Tuttle at South Lyon,Mi
chigan, The copy at hand, issued in day-1934- mentions that "Forrest Ack
erman of. 1 Frisco California "had written in a letter commenting on the p- 
revious issue. Cen this be the same Wacky-Acky that gets in Koenig1 s ha- 
air nowadays?

Will Sykora now lives in Valley Stream, another suburban village on 
Bong Island that is quite close to Hempstead and his new home can be re
ached from here for just 100. Robert G.Thompson is up in Manilasset,ab
out 10 miles from here and he’s coming down to visit me during Christmas 
vacation.

Me heir that C.Hamilton Bloomer, and old-time fan and editor of the 
TESSERACT and BLOODSTONE, was married this last summer.

Why is it that between issues of the FANTASEER we’re continually get 
ting ideas of what to put in the next issue, but when it comes to cutt
ing' the stencils we never can think of anything to say. These comments 
are "set in the stick," to use a printers’ expiression, that is, they al 
written right onto the stencil without cn y prepared notes or anything.

We note in several fan magazines that the advertisements for THE SOt 
THERE STAR state that this is the very first fan magazine published in 
the South, This is not so. Wilson Shepherd and Donald Wollheim publisher, 
the PHANTAGPAPH together for several years, and Shepherd lived in Oak- 
man Alabama. This "'diw also turned out one issue of FANCIFUL TAILS and ir 
addition Shepherd published three issues of his own fan-rnag,the REBEL,ir 
1937 and also a booklet,the HISTORY OF THE NECRONOHICON.

I have spoken.
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FAN LAG SALE
The following fan magazines are for sale. Address all orders to Wm. 

H.Groveman,38 Maryland Avenue ,Hempstead,N. Y. Send currency or money or
der, no stamps wanted. Ad a 1/0 stamp for each magazine you order to pay 
postage on it. Magazines shipped imr® diately on receipt of money. Send 
supplementary list if possible, otherwise we shall return your money if 
mcg is already sold. Me give the name of the mcg,its editor,date or vol.
no.,and our prive for its
HISTORY OF HE I^ECRONOMI CON-Wilson Shepherd-booklet by Lovecraft-50. 
PHANTAGRAPH-Wollheim-Julyg^937.~50^. .SUN SPOTS-de la Ree-June 14.’40-100 
PHARTAGRAPH-August ,1937-50/^/sUN SPOTS-July 5, ’40-100® . . SCIENTI-COMICS- 
REBEL-Wilson Shepherd-Sept., 1937-100.///Bronson-August ’40-150®. .NOVACIOo. 
PHANTAGRAPH-Sept. , 1937. -50.///Js-Ackerman-#^80.. .POLARIS-Freehufer-Sept 
WOMDER FICTION ANN JAL-1938-James V.Tauras 1-1004//<40-150. . .LE ZOMBIE-Se- 
WEIRD AND FANTASY FI CT lONOTaurasi-Jan. ,1938-lO04//pt.-Oct. ,1940.-150. .. 
FANTASY REVIEW-Mo skow itz-Bahr-Apri 1,1938t120 .///s ’JN SPOTS-Oct. 5,140-100• 
S0L0R-Taurasi$May. 1938-50^ SPOTS-November, ’40-100,. .SCIENCE FICTIG.

MISCELLASW-Robert G.Thompson-JTov. 11,1940-5^,..
QUEER TALES-Taurasi - June, 19oE. -50// /
INCREDIBLE-Mar conette-Uilson- Summer, 1938. -60///
TALES OF SCIENCE-Taurasi-July,August-1938-50®/.CURRENT FANTASY-Mo skowitz' 
August ,1938-50... SPACE LINES, INC.-Tauras i-Sept. ,1938-50. .. SOLOR-Sept.138 
Taurasi-50...SCIENCE FICTION VARIETY-Bob Tncker-Morchml939-1O0...PLANET- 
EER-Tauras i-March, 1939-150.. .STF.AND NONSENSE-Dani el McPhail-Summer ,1939 
80/. .LE ZOMBIE-1939 NYcon issue-Tucker-100. . .VOICE OF THE IMAG1NATI0N- 
Ackerman, Moro jo-Sept. ,1939-150.. .SCIENTIAL-Studley-Dec.-Jan. ,1939-1940.- 
150...LE VOMBITEUR~Lowndes-Dec.2,1939.-50.. .SCIENTIFAN with MERCURi #1 
bound in-Fortier-Jan.-Feb. ,1940-150.. .SCI-FIC VARIETY-Tucker-Spring,  1940 

50. • .PlAMTAGRAPH-Lowndes-MichelQMay, 1940-50. . .S-F CHECK LI ST-Swisher-May, 
1940-100...JJCLEJS-Kuslan-May,1940-80...SdN SPOTS-de la Ree,Jr.-May 3/4C 
80... CHAOS-Miske-June, 1940-50. . .RAMBLINGS-Speer-June, 1940-100.. .MILTY’ S M 
AG-Rothmmn-June , 1940-100...POLARIS-Fpeehafer-June, 1940-150 •. •



* ■ • * * By Rex.’I ?wcr .................

Rhanning wt Iked through the streets ol great cit^ . x - Vc-o 
sunny day and Rhanning had had a fairly go oct day at the uni ver ?xi > .jor 
Rhanning v/as a teacher of paleontology.

But Rhanning was thinking al out the Anthropoids. And the strange 
facts of the downfall of the Anthropoid civilization.

The Anthropoids had always interested Rhanning-. Which was natural 
for,with theexception of the present humans, the various species of An
thropoids had been the only creatures ever to achieve civilization.

Tow million years ago the ancestors of humanity were equine anim
als with an intelligence not even high as lower animals go. They had 
run on all fours and what was later to be their hands were less useful 
than the paws of a lemur(the Anthropoids only mooern descendants, or at 
least the most common)or the trunk of an elephant now were. For civil
ized purposes,that is. Of course there were other differences,such as 
the size and shape of the tail,etc.

And the Anthropoids had really had a civilization. It was probab
le that they were almost as intelligent as human beings. Fpom what rem- 
aL neci of the evidences of their civilization it seemed it was on as hi
gh a level as modern civilization. It had even been supposed that at 
its height it was in some respects higher,which Rhanning thought wasn’t 
unlikely. It had been suggested that both ancient and modern culture 
had been based largely---the modern indirectly--- on evidences the prim
itives had found of Anthropoid civilization and perhaps even racial me
mory. Rhanning thought the latter pretty silly,although there were mea
ger evidences to back such a theory up.

But in spite of their civilization,their downfall violated all 
biological laws. For the Anthropoids had done everything they shouldnrt 
have,according to all theories of the survival instinct.

In a word,the Anthropoids had committed a complicated and ingen
ious form 01 race 'suicide. The lemmings, of course, committed what mi
ght be called race suicide. Every year thousands of them ran into the 
sea to drown. But that was c. simple form of race suicide. The Anthrop
oids,however ,acted in a way that could be explained only by a counter
survival instinct supported by great intelligence. Tpe records showed 
that the Anthropoids actually killed themselves off! The effects first 
began to be noticed a million years ago. They sent their males off to 
kill each other. What is more,amazing as it seems,they especially sel
ected the intelligent and healthy to be killed in larger numbers than 
the old,infirm,idiotic,and insane! In other words,selective breeding 
reversed! But even that was not the height of the mystery. It had been 
suggested that the equine animals from which humanity was descended we
re then used as tigers now were(except that,when hunting,the equine on
ly bore the hunter,and a variety of wolves called dogs were used to ki
ll the prey),but even if it were true,which was possible,even when it 
should have been apparent that the equines were evolving and might ta
ke over the earth, they sent the equines not especially intelligent and 
healthy along to be killed with the anthropoids!

Why,the human race would probably have been a longer time evolv
ing if it hadn’t been for the Anthropoids strange actions. Iio,there was 
no question. The Anthropoids had acted in such a way as to violate all 
biological laws,and it v/as the profoundest mystery of paleontology,in 
spite of the lemmings.

But when Rhanning reached his home, he put the Anthropoids out of 
his mind for a while. For it was time for the afternoon news program to 
be teletyped. He set his machine to receive it.

World affairs were in a more or less serious condition. Gurra v/as 
demanding a portion of Nhalit’s Breskan colonies. Npalit had refused , 
and it seemed like war might result

(continued somewhere)



(ah-. i-re’s the rest of RACE ia"LCI"' J , . ..^ ......
hnanning hoped it didn’pc Bp c mr.y oi all to no^ed ius a< 

stayed out. Like most Pulonians, he thought tne colonies •• 1
rightly Hhalit’s, but in these times every country had to loou ^ut 101 
its own interests. Imbrim, for instance, was expanding on tne^ Boltin 
continent and might try to grab some of Pylon’s possessions tnere. And 
some damn fools in Larmit were starting’ an independence movement,whicn 
might amount to something. n ...

If war did come,how ever,Rhanning wouldn’t have to go. He v/as too 
old. Some of his students would have to go,but not his favorite,Lander. 
Lander was lame.

Melling, Rhanning1 s favorite columnist,came on. He’d.gotten up a 
program about an item from Gorlin,which Imbrim was attacking. Especial
ly fine tigers were exempted from service at the front. Melling was co
mparing that to draft laws for human beings. As a kind of biologist,Rh~ 
aiming knew the value of eugenics. And Melling’s program was very humo
rous, but of course Rhanning didn’t take it seriously. Protecting weak 
human beings was different from not allowing thoroughbred tigers to get 
killed.

But after he had turned the machine off, Rhanning again began wo
ndering aboutthe Anthropoids. He supposed the mystery would never be 
solved.

THE REAPER’S WRITE
(send in your comments on this issue for publication next time) 

***FAHTASEER arrived and despite poor duplicating was greatly enjoyed.
phil bronson

***Saw a review of FANTASEMR,so here’s a dime...I am interested in the 
Long Island Scientifantasy Association. We have four members already , 
and you will make five,if interested. Meetings condoted in Long Beach, 
(editor’s note---we answered this fellow and as Long Beach is only ab
out 10 miles from Hempstead we could easily attend meetings of the LI
SES. Sc if ycu read this,Ed Sumers,won’t you please answer our letter?) 

ed sumers
***I greatly enjoyed the new FAMTASMER and was very glad to see it back. 
Many thanks for ycu r kind words about my little magazine.

paul freehafer
***Your ill-mimeod publication has finally arrived(forwarded from 5 
Reidesel Ave.)Such portions of your mag as could be read were not alto- 
get hex' devoid of interest. You are at least not as bad as Richard Crain! 
... Incidentally, do you mean to say you have 200 different fanmags or 200 
different copies of fanmags,counting each issue of each mag as 1? I ne
ither know nor care how many fan mags I have...
(editor’s note- Hope you like the mimeo work better this time,Mr. Ch- 
auvenetjwhy not let us know?As to our fanmags, at the time the above- 
mentioned statement was mad*we had 200 copies of fanmags, but today,due 
in part to a swap deal with Richard Cram, we have about 380 copies.) 

louis russell chauvene' 
***Haven’t time to write much tonight. But here’s COMET’S subscription 
to the FAHTASEER...Will be interested in seeing your reaction to the CO
MET while.we gather all the great and near-great names in science fict
ion back inside one single set of covers like a galaxy of stars---mean
time driving to perfect the new story policy which will set once more a 
breath-taking pace for the field.Watch it develop in the first three is
sues and let me know your reactions.

f.orlin tremaine,COMET 
***We will drool with hideous delight if you will attend the next meet
ing of the QSEL.Authors by the ton will be there to insult.
(editor’s note---not that the aforementioned note has anything to do wit 
FANTASEER, we just print it as a rather clever meeting notice.)

________________________ scott feldman__________  
A t'ew copies of the LOV^\ArTlAY^ FAPA publication remainand we 
shall sell them for 5^ apiece.Hurry,as only 2 or 3 copies remain!



"It’s fun to be an editd„~" ' * r> Ixvuje datt." your
To sit up late/at night *
To scratch the wool * left was written by s m one wh~
And throw the bill * ose name we have forgotten, yet
Anu write . and write,and write,"__ * we think it is fitting to pri- 

n^s it here,for it is fun to be a fan-mag editor. Most of us fellows st
ay up at all times of the night cutting' stencils, turning cranks, dr awing, 
writing, and doing all the other thing's that go into the making of a lit
tle na.^. zine that may be read by only 100 people. There are some among us 
who are making real sacrifices to edit fan-mags, I know several fellows 
who really shouldn’t be spending the money they do on fandom. Foi’ publis
hing a fan-mug is not an enviable task, rarely does an editor even break 
even..lost pf us expect to lose several dollars an issue as a matter of c- 
ourse..And som it is up to you fans who do not publish to show your app
reciation of us hard-working editors by at least subscribing to our mag
azines. Following' are some names and news on various pro minenit fan-mags? 
SUM SPOTS - probably the biggest bargain for the moneys 50 a copy, 6 for 
a quarter from G erry de la Ree,Jr.,31 Bogert Place,Westwood,N.J.December 
issue has 24 large-size pages,some on pink paper.Pretty poor cover.The m- 
aterial is rather juvenile and mostly staff written, but if you want plei. 
ty for your money then this is your mag.
)ED - new’ fan-mag of Ri chard B,Crainl734 Willow Ave.,Weehawken,N. J. This i 
an FAPA mag, but if you send Crain a stamp we suppose he’ll send you a c- 
opy. 1st issue has‘4 small printed pages/3 of which are of no interest t 
fans, page 4 has some FAPA notes.
FANTASY - the newspaper of fandom5published weekly, 3 for a dime.For 
the raboid enthusiast this is the mag. Up to the minute news of s-f, str
essing the pros in particular. Order from Will Sykora,P.OeBox 84,Elmont,k 
SCIENCE FICTION MISCEELANY - FAPA mag of Robert G. Thompson,44 .Norgate Roe 
ad, Manhasset, NY. Not for sale. Nov.11th issue has two large-size mimeogr
aphed pages with editor’s reflections on the 1940 Philly Conference.
PSFS NEWS - official organ of the Philadelphia SFS. 50 a copy, 6 for 250 
from Robert A.Madle,333 E.Belgrade St.,Philadelphia,Pa. The copy I have i 
the one that was distributed at the recent Philly Conference.
FANTASY FICTION FIELD - another weekly newspaper. 50 a copy, 6 for a qu- 

urie r from Julius Unger,1702 Dahill Road,Brooklyn,NY. This new sheet es - 
pecially features news of the professional mags,appears to in a front for 
Inger’s business of selling fantasy magazines and books.

’-LUTO - 100 a copy, 3 issues for 250 from Literature,Science,and Hobbies 
Club,Deckkr, Indiana. This mag is very neatly mimeographed in many colors, 
altho the material inside seems 'to be rather childish. Anyway, the color 
mimeographing makes it a novel addition to your collection.Some pages hav 
up to 5 colors I
LE ZOMBIE - "The ghoul’s gazette." 50 a copy, 6 for a quarter from Bob T- 
ucker,Box 26-,Bloomington,Illinois. Another mag that those "in the know" 
read. It's worth your nickel just to read some of Tucker’s lousy jpkes. 
PUTTING NY TWO CENTS IN - a bulletin that is sent out free by Erle Korsh- 
ak,5555 Hyde Park, Blvd., Chicago ,111. Comment on the Newark-Denver trouble 
IUTURIAH WAR DIGEST - one of the lasL of the British fanmags, several 0- 
thers are also mailed with this, which is about 40 a copy or 420 a year 
from J.Michael Rosenblum,4 Grange Terrace,Chapelown,Leeds 7,England.If yo 
subscribe to this bet tersend the editor an International Money Order. 
FAHTASCIENCE DIGEST- the second issue of 1940 contains many interesting 
articles and is 150 an issue, 750 for 6 issues from Robert A.Madle, 333 2 
Belgrade St re et, Philadelphia, 7 a lather irregular of late, but this mag. 
is very interesting’ and worth yer r mon^y.the Only really punk.thing in it 
is the story by’’E.E. Cambell,Jr „4called ’A Frolic Apace." Confidentially. 
I.Iadle,it stinksl It stinks fez 5$ pages.
RA.YASEER- a dirty rag _ ut out by Bill Groveman,38 Maryland AveHemp st
ead,NY,and which you are now holding m your hand. This is the end of it J



CABLING ALL FANS C CALujJ. J rhu: iPANS a

T II E D Am H -E ^ 9 ccmilg 1
Be on the watch for high-grade stenc11 magazine in green / xLky-'itb 

cover shouiLg man junpiiv; up and down. The in gazine is ribald,coarse , 
sardonic, critic;-. 1, era. satirical. Deemed to be 'coo Fivmoro^s to be at 1- 
arge* Editor, T. .>mcc Yorke,cd.iits that the twenjsy pages aren’t worth a 
dine and says that neither is any other Icn-mag^zine. To see if he’s r-

G Oi-fG TO THE MUON I
On December 5th t e following letter appeared in the ";/hat bo You 

Think"coin; in of the New York SUN. Ye reprint the letter in its entirety 
as it may be of ixiterest to you.while speakiivi of the Neu In-k Sih. we 
might ado. that Stanton A.Coblentz, s-f uriuei o_ "Lost World, etc, .has 
hud three poems published on the editoidal page of the SUN in the past 
month. "Ut we had better get on to Mr ♦*.icLOn.ghlin’ s letter :

"Tho possibility of raising a weight against gravity has been ac
hieved, but to develop a force which will act in space witnont resting 
on the aii* is sorethi.g which Jnles Verne pictured to the world in his 
story "Fro . the 71 rt to the .icon."

.is force came from a mammoth cannon buried in the ground end po- 
intin,; toward the moon. Us ship of space was a projectile which was d- 
ischurged toward the noon at a velocity of seven miles a second. This 
speed can. iod his crow of stellar ti*uvelex’s away from the earth and th
ey die. not fall back again until they N.d cruised cronad the moon and 
seen its hidden hemisphere, covered with forests.

But to propel such a craft through space has been my purpose as 
an inventor. I am going to tx*y out small model and will test its lift 
ag ainst gravity.This will be followed by a larger machine and finally 
the entire car vzill be built and the voyage to the moon will actually 
be accomplished. The features of the machine will not be made a secret 
and in a few weeks you may come and see my anti-gravity machine."

R. J.McLaughlin.
(In case the SUN happens to print anyth ing further on this matter 

_______ I shall use it in the next FANTA SEER)
WE PRINT GUMMEDSTICKERS

We vzill promptly print and mail you postpaid, 500 gummed stickers 
with your name,address,or any oilier matterCnot to exceed 4 lines,5^ for 
each additional line)printed thereon. Those gummed stickers are very h- 
andy and may be used on books to prevent their loss, circulars .folders , 
envelopes,fan-mags,etc. Stickers are printed in black ink. Allow^three 
weeks in which to print order. Send money to William H.Groveman,38 Mar- 
yland Avenue ,Hemp stead. New York, ________ . _____________________

SUNSCRIPTIONS EXPIRE ’
The following subscriptions expire with this issue. In case your 

name is among these kindly renew immediately to insure receipt of fut 
ure issues of FANTASEER s Forrest J,Ackerman, Henry Goldman, Melvin U. 
Schmidt5 Literature,Science and Hobbies Club of Decker,Indiana,Ray Pau
ley,Ed Somers,Harry Schmarje, Ray J.Sienkiewicz, and Elmer H.Gabaree,Jr.

The following subscriptions expire with the next issue. Better p- 
lay safe and renew early 2 (after typing the proceeding sentence we fi
nd that no subscriptions expire with the next issue. We also made an e- 
rrer in the last paragraph in stating that the statement of Ray J. Sien
kiewicz expired with this issue $ it does not expire until two issues a- 
fter this._________________ ___________________________2_____________________________

L WE WOULD LUCE TO/^CHANGE COPIES WITH ALL EXISTING FANNAGS.
FANTASEER now exchanges each issue with the following fanmags. Oth- 

ers are welcome to come onto this list. Just send us a copy of your lat- 
est issue and you’ll receive FANTASEER regularly in the future 2 S-F 
FAN, PLUTO, SUN' SPOT S, POLAR IS, SC IE1 IT I-COMICS, OHIO FAN, SPACE\vAYS, VAN HOUTEN 
SAYS,MERCURY,S-F CHECK LIST,VOICE OF THE IMAGINATION.DETOURS,LE ZOMBIE , 
FANFARE, COl.IETjFAin^^ DIGEST,FUTURIAN WAR DIGEST,CFS BULLETIN,


